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Abstract – The maturation of E-commerce has led to the 
design of several internet site that market and sell products as 
well as allow users to post reviews. It is typical for an online 
buyer to refer to these revaluation before devising a buying 
determination. Hence, automatic summarization of users’ 
reviews has a great commercial significance. However, since 
the product reviews are written by non-expert in an 
unstructured, natural language text, the task of summarizing 
them is challenging. This paper presents an approach for 
mining online user reviews to generate comparative feature-
based statistical summary that can guide a user in making an 
online purchase. It includes various stage like data acquisition, 
preprocessing, feature extraction, classification and 
representation followed by feature based opinion 
summarization and overall opinion sentiment classification. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Everyday many users purchase products, e book bus, tickets, 
buy products and services through internet. Users also share 
their views about products, eating places, news articles and 
many others on internet inside the shape of comments, 
opinions, blogs etc. Many users study overview records given 
on the net to take decisions along with purchasing 
merchandise, watching movies, going to restaurants etc.  It is 
hard for net users to study and recognize contents from very 
big quantity of critiques. 
 
Sentiment analysis refers to using herbal language 
processing, textual content evaluation to discover and 
acquire subjective facts in supply materials. Opinion mining 
is the procedure of identifying user’s opinion about film, 
hotel, and product from critiques. Opinion mining includes 
class of users expressed opinion into superb or negative 
polarity. Opinion summarization is a manner of 
representation of evaluated records in brief and summarized 
form. It additionally includes selecting vital factors and 
representing related expressed evaluations from critiques. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The ongoing research work related to the Opinion mining 
and Sentiment Analysis are given in this section. It focuses 
tools and techniques used in opinion mining. The process of 
opinion summarization has three main steps, such as 
“Opinion Retrieval, Opinion Classification and Opinion 
Summarization.” User comments are retrieved from review 
websites. These comments contain subjective information 

and are classified as positive or negative review. Depending 
upon the frequency of occurrences of features opinion 
summary is created. 
 
In e-commerce websites, clients typically aggravate 
comments, which incorporate those properties of the 
product, those mentalities of the vendor, express conveyance 
majority of the data following purchasing the results. The 
majority of the data gives a critical reference to the point 
when others purchase results in the website. On assumption 
analysis and finer-grained idea mining approach 
concentrates for the resulting features. Past related 
exploration concentrates on the unequivocal target mining in 
any case neglects the understood ones. Whereas, those 
understood features, which need aid intimated toward a 
portion expressions or phrases, need aid thick, as huge and 
serious with express users’ assumption.  
 

3. OBJECTIVES 
 
The main objective is to implementation of data mining to 

solve a problem related to purchasing a product .The other 
objectives are as follows. 

 
•   Providing recommendation 
•   Identifying important aspects 
•   Ranking of aspects  

 

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig.1. System Block diagram 
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The total workflow is divided into following modules 
 

1. Data Acquisition 
  
Data acquisition refers to acquiring the user reviews from 

one or many sources. These sources of reviews should be 
reliable and sufficient in number. The source of reviews used 
is listed below: 

 
a) Online Reviews: 

 
API was used to fetch user reviews in real time. 

Reviews were fetched for some selected products on the 
website. 

 
2. Pre Processing 

 
Preprocessing refers to cleaning of textual data in order 

to avoid excess processing overhead in further processing. 
Pre-processing involves various steps such as sentence 
separation, special character removal, stop words removal, 
stemming, POS tagging etc. WordNet were used for pre- 
processing activities. 

 
3. Feature Extraction 

 
Different aspects were used on which products were 

supposed to be analyzed. Opinion to aspect mapping was 
done by maintaining a set of aspect related words like HD 
and FHD mapped to display and dim and dull mapped to 
ambiance. Whenever these keywords were encountered 
they were simply mapped to the respective aspect. 

 
4. Classification 
    
  The SentiWordNet dictionary is used for scoring the 
opinion words. Positive and negative scores are assigned to 
the words. The positive and negative scores are separately 
aggregated and recorded. 
 
5. Representation 

 
Charts were used for representing the statistics in form of 

bar graph, line graph and pie chart for each product. 

 
5. PROBLEM OUTLINE 

 
The users spend a lot of hours searching for products in 

the area of e-commerce, it requires the establishment of a 
search engine to locate items provided in the search query 
after the result set is achieved it is the review of the products 
that lead to the purchasing of the purchasing of the product. 
Reviews been written in natural language and long 
cumbersome sentences the main problem is to solve the next 
points:  

 
 Mining through terabytes of users review data 
 Reviews in the form of natural language 

 
 
 

6. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

 
 

Figure 2.Ranking of features. 
 

As shown in the Figure 2, aspect wise scores for 
reviews are calculated. From the table it is observed that 
most of the aspects are showing rating 0 , 1,2 , 3  

 

 
 

Figure 3 Representation. 

 
Figure 3 shows final representation for reviews. From the 
figure it is observed using this approach, all the aspects like 
Screen, Music and are assessed. It improves the overall 
accuracy of the existing system. 
 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
An aspect-based opinion mining approach permits us to 
analyze evaluations thoroughly and provide a more 
sophisticated manner for selection making. This project 
deals with critiques from merchandise. We’ve successfully 
constructed a system which would think about element 
degree opinions through following an implicit technique. 
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 We've efficiently extracted person evaluations with using 
popular reviewing internet site www.reviewing.net via the 
use of API. Pre-processing of these extracted evaluations is 
carried out by using the usage of WordNet. The accuracy of 
the system has been increased via following an implicit 
method over explicit. For higher expertise of the quality of 
products, we've provided the outcomes to person in 
statistical way. 
 
The future works consists of growing the scope of the 
machine so that it could work on different vital evaluation 
datasets like real-estate, stock-marketplace etc. additionally 
adding functions like comparing merchandise would 
increase the capability of the gadget. No remedy of sarcastic 
and fake evaluations could decrease the matter of impartial 
reviews. 
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